EU Grants for Research, Innovation
and Education
Your challenge – What are typical situations in which you may
require our assistance?
• The EU Funding system is somehow complex and therefore requires
specific knowledge, experience and skills to submit the appropriate
applications under the various EU Funding Programmes.
• If you are looking for accurate and up to date information on EU
Funding Programmes, we can supply all the information, strand or
action that is necessary for the programme that best meets your
interests.
• EU offers a wide range of funding programmes covering different
areas. If you are uncertain which one is the most appropriate for your
needs, we can help you in identifying it and evaluate whether those
programs are a “not-to-miss” opportunity for you.
• If you are looking for funding opportunities in specific policy sectors,
we can assist you with:
- developing the project idea;
- forming a solid partnership for the purposes of the specific project;
- undertaking the preparation of the proposal dossier; and
- assisting you with assigning successful project managers to handle
your project during its entire lifespan.

We can help you with your grant
applications every step of the way
What are the benefits of our approach?
• We always aim to satisfy our clients’ funding expectations by adopting
a custom-made approach and looking through all possible scenarios
and available funding sources.
• We have the tools and practical experience to enable you to manage
your project in an efficient manner.
• We have a network of collaborators from both the public and the
private sector across different fields, which gives us the ability to form
solid partnerships in accordance with the programme’s guidelines.
• We have a dedicated team of experienced consultants, who are able
to respond and handle your request timely and efficiently and work
with you as a team to fully explore the potential benefits available
through EU Programmes.
• We work closely with practitioners from other Deloitte service lines
with specific knowledge and technical insights.
• We are able to fully utilise the Deloitte network in order to benefit
from Deloitte’s vast experience with EU matters, across all EU Member
States.

Financial Advisory Services

The EU provides funding in the
form of grants for a vast range
of projects and programmes.
Be there to capture the right
opportunities at the right time.
Our solutions - What can we offer?
• We provide information dissemination and notification services to
interested parties with respect to funding opportunities from EU
programmes on a frequent or an ad hoc basis according to the clients’
requests.
• We provide solutions and advice with regard to the initial evaluation
of the project, the identification of the most promising ideas, and
finally matching them with the European Funding Programmes.
• We undertake partner search on behalf of our clients who are
interested to submit a proposal for a project funded by the EU with
the aim to ensure that a solid partnership will be established and we
manage all the communication with potential / associated partners
thereafter.
• We notify our clients of opportunities arising from organisations
expressing an interest to involve Cypriot partners in a project funded
by the EU and inform them also about the programme particularities
and financial and other applicable rules / regulations.
• We prepare proposals dossiers for projects requesting EU funding
by collecting all the necessary documentation and information,
developing the proposal structure, completing the application forms,
preparing the budget and submitting the final proposal to the relevant
authority.
• For the successful EU funded projects we offer project management
services and support to the Cypriot partners, so that the project is kept
on the right track.
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